Receptions (and not centuries the circulation of the blood was the important doctrine oil which the science of medicine rested. But now during their lives the cell-doctrine had become pre-eminent. At first the cell was only a morphological phenomenon, but after a time it began to act. It moved; it migrated; it made many actions out of the vessels; it grew in the tissues; it penetrated the whole body; it existed in all places in which any pathological local phenomena were developed. But now they had the bacterium coming to the front, and they were all going the bacteriological way, and the bacterium, it wanted to take the place of the cell. (Laughter.) For the cell was the great evil, the hereditary, the bad mater.
It was the old acrimonia. Now, said the bacterium, "I am the old acrimonia," and they had the struggle between the cell and the bacterium going on, and they could not say on what side would be the victory, but they hoped on the side of the cells, and so they were on the side of Harvey and were resting in his ways; and they could say they were the friends of the Society, and they looked on all its members as their scientific friends. ( 
